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NEW LAWS ENCOURAGE DONATIONS
THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT
HAS ANNOUNCED
SEVERAL NEW
RULES TO
ENCOURAGE
DONORS TO
SUPPORT THEIR
FAVORITE CAUSES.

This spring the federal budget announced

The issue is that if it takes more than three years

a major change which will allow donors of

to wrap up the trust, the tax benefits of any

private company shares and real estate the

charitable gifts in the trust can be lost. Since

same benefits as donors of publicly-traded

it can be very time consuming to wrap up a

securities. That is, when the shares or property

trust, particularly if there are any complications

is donated, the donor does not pay tax on any

or legal challenges, it could mean the donor’s

capital gains realized, yet still gets a receipt for

intention to support charitable causes will

the total value of the gift. Depending on the

not be honored. Therefore any tax planning

value of the donation, the after-tax benefit to

opportunities can also be lost.

the donor can be significant compared to a gift
of the same amount of cash. These rules will

There are significant benefits to donating

come into effect in 2017.

securities and property. For individual advice,
please contact your financial advisors. If you

The other change affects donations through a

would like general information on these

testamentary trust. These changes, announced

types of gift strategies, please contact Diane

last year, have a similar intention but have

Paterson: Diane.Paterson@interiorhealth.ca or

caused concern, particularly in BC where such

250-862-4300 ext. 7011.

trusts are more common.

t 250.862.4438
f 250.862.4377

2268 Pandosy Street
Kelowna, BC V1Y 1T2
t 250.862.4438
kghfoundation.com

together we change lives

kghfoundation.com
2268 Pandosy St. Kelowna, BC V1Y 1T2
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Key handover ceremony on April 24.
(L-R) Sean Brock, PCL Constructors;
Michael Mitchell, Johnson Controls;
Erwin Malzer, IH Board Chair; Norm
Letnick, MLA Kelowna-Lake Country;

INTERIOR HEART & SURGICAL
CENTRE Preparing for Patients!

Mike Marasco, Plenary Concessions;
Gail Given, Central Okanagan
Regional Hospital District.

THERE IS STILL
A NEED FOR
CRITICAL
LIFESAVING
SURGICAL
EQUIPMENT.
TO GET
INVOLVED, VISIT
BEALIFESAVER.NET.

The culmination of years of work and thousands

lower mainland for care. The investment is

of hours of planning and preparation is nearing

highlighted by the fact that the largest hospital

completion with the opening of the Interior

in the province, Vancouver General, has 22

Heart and Surgical Centre (IHSC) planned for

operating suites, while this facility will bring the

September 28, 2015.

available census of operating suites at KGH to 21.

The structure itself is principally complete

One of the most technical and advanced

and has been turned over to Interior Health –

components of the project is the Hybrid

now the real work begins. With each decision

Operating Room. Hybrid ORs enable teams

potentially critical, understanding how the

of surgeons to perform combined open,

new building works and how teams will work

minimally invasive, live image-guided and/or

together is paramount to a safe and successful

catheter-based procedures in one operative

start-up. Over 700 staff are being trained in the

setting. The combination of technologies

use of the facility over the next five months.

creates opportunities for innovation in surgical

This will include training on new equipment,

approaches and procedures that were once

new processes and deciding on the safest way

unimaginable and provides a platform for

to move surgical procedures between existing

training the next generation of cardiothoracic

operating suites to the new suites in the IHSC.

and vascular surgeons, fostering the ability

This unique facility will be home to 12 surgical

patients requiring complex procedures. Open

specialties providing world class surgical care

heart surgery becomes minimally invasive

to not only the Okanagan but to people living

with patient recovery times going from weeks

to think of new and different ways to care for

throughout the Interior. It will contain 15 state-

to days. Hybrid ORs save the lives of the most

of-the-art operating rooms, a sophisticated

critically ill patients.

Medical Device Reprocessing Centre and a
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Cardiac Surgery Intensive Care Unit. At a cost

There is still a need for critical lifesaving surgical

to build of $180 million, this facility represents

equipment. To get involved, visit bealifesaver.net.

recognition of the Interior’s need to care for

And stay tuned for more on the opening of the

those living here rather than travel to the

IHSC coming this fall!

(L–R) Zade Cawley of Orchard Plaza Save-On Foods store, Don Gandy of Lakeshore Save-On Foods, Bruce McAuliffe, Vice Chair of KGH Foundation
and Doug Rankmore, CEO of KGH Foundation hold out cards and brochures for Save-On Foods points during the launch event in January 2015.

SAVE-ON & COOPER’S
SHOPPERS GET POINTS
FOR GENEROSITY
When Save-On asked our community to help

More importantly we ask ourselves how we can

them raise funds for the Interior Heart & Surgical

support our own community as we too live,

Centre, you responded! An incredible 2,813,000

work and play in this fantastic region and feel it

More Rewards Points were donated during the

is very important to support our friends, families

first phase of the Points Drive at all six Save-On

and neighbors where the opportunities arise,”

and Cooper’s Foods locations throughout the

explains Don Gandy of the Lakeshore Centre

Central Okanagan.

Save-On Foods.

For each 1,000 points donated, Save-On &

If you missed out on the first phase, or have

Cooper’s provided $1 plus a matching $1 for a

accumulated more points you’d like to give, the

$2 donation. This quickly added up to $5,694

second phase of the Points Drive will run from

raised to help purchase the state-of-the-art

July 1st through till the opening of the building

medical equipment that will outfit the new IHSC.

at the end of September. Just simply tell your

“At Save-On Foods and Cooper’s Foods we

support will help outfit the IHSC and ensure the

cashier you’d like to donate your points. Your
truly understand the importance of being an
active part of our community. Our company
and our Kelowna and area stores feel honored
to be supported by the communities we serve.

best care possible, right here at home.

“AT SAVE-ON
FOODS AND
COOPER’S
FOODS WE TRULY
UNDERSTAND
THE IMPORTANCE
OF BEING
AN ACTIVE
PART OF OUR
COMMUNITY.
OUR COMPANY
AND OUR
KELOWNA
AND AREA
STORES FEEL
HONORED TO
BE SUPPORTED
BY THE
COMMUNITIES
WE SERVE.”
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REMEMBERING
A LIFE WELL-LIVED
Dr. Doug Black practiced dentistry for over

Doug was generous and kind and had an

40 years, nine of which were with his son,

excellent sense of humour.

Gordon. He was recognized by his peers as an
exceptionally gifted dentist.

Sadly, Doug passed away December 22, 2014.

Doug was equally happy on a tractor, or riding

support from Kelowna General Hospital and

Doug and his family received considerable

(L–R) Susan Einerssen, Mira
Chambers and Shirley Prancic at the
“Laugh, Smile, Play, Learn” wall.

EMERGENCY WALL TOYS

A Letter from Shirley Prancic

horseback through the wilderness. He loved

the medical community. In appreciation

to sail, and was a long-time member of the

and gratitude, it was Doug’s choice to have

Kelowna Yacht Club. He was one of the early

donations made to the KGH Foundation in his

pass-holders at Big White and spent many

memory.

Dr. Doug Black

happy hours on the slopes and at his mountain
residence, introducing many people to the

The KGH Foundation wishes to express

sport. He enjoyed travelling the world, and was

gratitude to Doug’s family for choosing to

always planning his next great adventure.

support patient care and honour a life welllived. Doug will be recognized on the Hospital’s
Remembrance wall.

“I WAS
DELIGHTED
THAT TWO
SMALL SPACES
WERE PROVIDED
WHERE CHILDREN
COULD WAIT. WE
DECORATED ONE
WITH A LOVELY
CIRCUS TRAIN
AND THE OTHER
WITH TWO
WALL TOYS.”

The seed for my little project was planted many

I originally had planned to organize a fundraiser

years ago. My husband had to go to the old

but finally decided that I would make a personal

Emergency Department on many occasions

donation to pay for this project because it was

and he mentioned to me that he thought it

very important to my late husband and myself.

would be a good idea if children had a place of
their own where they could wait outside of the
general population.

I was delighted that two small spaces were
provided where children could wait. We
decorated one with a lovely circus train and the

When the new Emergency Department was

other with two wall toys. The Kelowna Auxiliary

built I wrote to the Hospital Chief of Staff to ask

Engraving team made me four stars (they had

if any areas of the ER had been set aside for kids.

never made stars before!) and they were printed

I was then introduced to John Cabral and Doug

with the words “Laugh, Smile, Play, Learn” to go

Rankmore and my little project was born! We

above the two toys to complete that wall.

formed a small committee which included Dr.
Conchie, and two wonderful nurses from Emerg

This was a positive project from the beginning to

- Leigh Edwards and Lori-Anne Olsheski - who

the end, so much encouragement and support

had an interest in providing a space dedicated

from every member of our little team and my

to children.

greatest pleasure was seeing the toys on the
walls of the ER and watching children playing

I had talked about this project with friends.

while they waited. I particularly appreciated the

Susan Einerssen, owner of Art Gallery 421, set up

help, encouragement and support from John

a donation box and gave the proceeds to me.

Cabral and the staff of Emergency.

Also, the daughter of a friend, Mira Chambers
who was 10 at the time, asked her friends to

Coming to an Emergency Department is very

give her money instead of birthday presents

scary for parents and children and often siblings

and she donated that money to me as well.

accompany a child who is injured or sick. It is
my hope that these cheerful spaces will provide

I was very touched by the unselfish gesture

some comfort to young patients and their

from this young girl and the fact that this would

families while they wait.

also be children helping children.
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NEW GARDEN AT
DAVID LLOYD JONES
HOME CLOSER TO REALITY
Beauty, comfort and tranquility are as important

Jonathan Clare, Residential Manager at David

to enjoying life as good care. That’s why David

Lloyd Jones Home explains, “We are truly

Lloyd Jones Home is developing an additional

blessed to live in an area where we can enjoy

outdoor garden area for their residents. What

the outdoors virtually year round. Those who

better way to create a happy home than with

call David Lloyd Jones home need an accessible

a garden?

and attractive outdoor area to enjoy with their
friends and families.”

“HAVING A
GARDEN AREA
GETS PEOPLE
OUTSIDE; TO
BREATHE THE AIR
AND LET PEOPLE
KNOW THEY
ARE A PART OF
THE WORLD.”
- Resident

The garden will be at the front of the building
alongside Bernard Avenue where residents can

A tremendous $25,000 has been raised to date

be a part of the community. It will feature a

for the project leaving just under $20,000 to go.

paved pathway, sitting areas, perennial gardens

If you’re interested in supporting the garden,

and a water feature. The generosity of our

you can donate online at

community created the existing central garden

www.bit.ly/DLJGarden.

and patio which is well used and loved but
more space is needed. The new outdoor area
will have better accessibility and provide more
shade for our hot summer months.

- Shirley Prancic
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Interior Savings Payment Services
Department presents cheque to
Siobhan McManus of the

INTERIOR SAVINGS

Finds Many Ways to Support Patient Care

KGH Foundation.

AS A COMPANY,
INTERIOR SAVINGS
HAS DONATED
MORE THAN
$58,000 OVER
THE YEARS.

Community engagement by local companies

unit and the Payment Services Department’s

can come in many forms and, at Interior Savings,

gift to the IHSC.

their support of health care at KGH has done
exactly that.

As a company, Interior Savings has donated

THE VALUE OF A KGH
FOUNDATION VOLUNTEER
What is the true value of a volunteer? That is the

Kathy Conway, Interior Savings’ CEO, “KGHF is a

of the very popular Wentworth Music concert

pillar in our community, improving health and

series, sponsorship of other projects such as

changing lives, and we are pleased to support

their staff-driven ‘hot lunch’ program and

their work. The effort our employees have put

donations from individual staff. Different

in, on their own initiative, to raise money for

branches have also provided support such as a

improved patient care speaks volumes about

donation by the Mission branch to buy special

how valued KGHF is in this community.”

‘sleeper chairs’ for the neonatal intensive care

the youth and have at times had entire families

agencies across the nation ask and spend time

volunteer together to help us achieve our mission.
Volunteers are exposed to doctors, nurses,

We have done the math – gathered hours and

patients, visitors and to all who come together

dollars in the hopes of determining the true

to deliver world class health care at KGH. They

value of a volunteer, at least in a technical/

become very quickly aware of the impact of

financial aspect. We calculated that each of our

their service, whether it’s serving specialty

volunteers is valued at approximately $21.00 per

coffee in the Perking Lot, deli items in the Royal

hour, or $84 per four hour shift.

Dream Party Productions’ Snow

products at the Rutland Thrift Store, catering

volunteer is determined not only by the

needs for their respective communities in

dollars and cents, but the level of dedication

Winfield and Peachland or helping a long term

and responsibility they feel towards changing

stay client at Cottonwoods through the gift shop.

lives in our community. A true contribution
of time (in lieu of dollars), which ultimately is

So what is the true value of a volunteer? It

responsible for purchasing state-of-the-art

obviously cannot be measured in dollars alone.

medical equipment totalling in the millions.

We have witnessed the formation of a diverse
community with the sole purpose of helping
others.

& Technology and Jump2It Indoor Playground,

of friendships and the development of a strong

Pediatric Department at KGH were delighted to

kids at KGH will feel a little more comfortable

camaraderie. We’ve watched as peers have

If you wish to join the ranks of this amazing

receive a visit from the Snow Queen and Snow

during their stay.

supported each other through happy times and

group of individuals we would be honored to

Princess. The sisters stopped by after hosting

Queen & Snow Princess with Niya.

Bistro, fashion apparel and sundries in the
Centennial Mercantile, quality second-hand

Over the years we have witnessed the forging
On February 28th, the children staying in the

sad. Students have grown up with us from pre-

hear from you and look forward to giving you

a fundraising meet & greet at Jump2It which

Recent donations to the Children’s Care Fund

teen years to graduating from Nursing School.

the opportunity to change lives. Please contact:

raised $1,622 for children’s care at our hospital.

have gone toward outfitting the expanded

Some go on to be accepted into medical school

Nancy E. Wells, Business Enterprises Manager at

urgent care and outpatient clinic with

or achieve their MBAs. We have watched the

the KGH Foundation, 250 862-4300 ext. 7497.

Thanks to the generosity of Dream Party

necessities like exam tables and distractive

Productions, students from the Centre for Arts

pieces like the interactive wall murals lining the

at KGH.

and money researching year after year.

But it’s clear to us that the true value of a

SNOW QUEEN & SNOW
PRINCESS BRIGHTEN KIDS’ DAY

she received from Patrice Dunbar

older, more senior volunteers train and mentor

question volunteer programs and non-profit

more than $58,000 over the years. According to
In the past year, that has included sponsorship

Danielle Kozek is grateful for the care

THE TRUE VALUE
OF A VOLUNTEER
IS DETERMINED
NOT ONLY BY
THE DOLLARS
AND CENTS, BUT
THE LEVEL OF
RESPONSIBILITY
THEY FEEL
TOWARDS
CHANGING
LIVES IN OUR
COMMUNITY.

walls of each room.
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